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Senate presents recommendation
to protect rights of non-tenured
BY MIKE LYNCH
SUff Writer
Despite Vice President of Student
Affairs, Dr. Thomas Myers' objections,
the Student Senate Tuesday night passed
a recommendation to give non-tenured
teachers the right to appeal loss of
contracts. The motion was from the 20
pages of recommendations drafted
by Student Association President Steve
Slade.
Slade argued that "reasons and
evaluation reports (should) be given in
writing to teachers who are not rehired
and hearings be granted if a teacher
wishes to challenge the leasons."
Dr. Myers informed the Senate that the
five-year probationary period (preceding
a teacher's consideration for tenure),
during which the teacher may lose his or
her contract without explanation, is
protected by law.
An amendment added to Slade's
original motion also recommended that
students be allowed to formally protest
the granting of tenure to a teacher if the
student has a complaint against the instructor. The amendment also received
the Senate's approval.
Another motion by Slade concerning
women's hours was tabled until the
March 1 meeting. This recommendation
would abolish the extra security personnel hired for women's dorms that
have open hours now and do away with
the fee of $10 and the requirement of
parental permission for women to have
open hours in addition to granting open
hours to all women in the University.
Vice-President Steve Rowland ruled to
table the motion after a 14-14 vote. He
explained that the Senate will await the
results of an appeal now being made to
the Supreme Court concerning the case

Accounting Club
sponsors VITA
The Eastern Accounting Club, in
cooperation with the Internal Revenue
Service, is again sponsoring the VITA
program this year. VITA is a program of
voluntary income tax assistance to low
income taxpayers. This program offers
help in the preparation of federal income
tax returns. In addition, this year, the
Kentucky Department of Revenue has
offered its support to the program for
preparation of Kentucky tax returns.
The program will be staffed by student
volunteers from the Department of
Accounting at Eastern. Training,
materials, and other support have been
furnished by the Internal Revenue
Service and the Kentucky Department of
Revenue. Adding machines for use in the
program have been furnished by A & R
Business Machines of Richmond.

of an Eastern student challenging the
present policy of women's hours.
In other business, the Senate approved
a motion by Rowland to establish a
committee of three persons from the
University to counsel students charged
with violations of University rules. Two
students, Charlotte Noel and David
Combs, were nominated and approved
for the committee.
Rowland said he
would seek a faculty member to
nominate for the third position.
The Senate also recommended that
Rowland, who is a member of the Student
Affairs Self-Study Committee, file a
minority report with the committee ,
which would favor allowing counsel for a
student brought before the University
Disciplinary Board to speak for the
student.
Rowland said when he brought the idea
before the committee it was rejected;

therefore, he is allowed to file a minority
report. Present policy does not allow the
student's counsel to speak at a
Disciplinary Board hearing.
President Slade recommended, and the
Senate approved, an
invitation to
University President, Dr. Robert R.
Martin to speak before the Senate in
order to "enlighten us as to his idea of
what our place and purpose is."
Just minutes before the end of the
meeting, the Senate passed a motion by
Senator Bob Burdge that the body go on
record as opposing Senate Resolution
nine in the Kentucky Legislature. That
resolution proposes abortion guidelines
that are far stricter than those set forth
by the January 22, 1973, decision of the
U S Supreme Court.
Following the
meeting, President Slade said he
believed the proposal should have been
postponed until next week.

Jean Hempfling crowned
at Miss Eastern Pageant
BY KIRK KANDLE
SUff Writer
Jean Hempfling, representing Chi
Omega was crowned Miss Eastern
Kentucky University 1974 in Tuesday
night's pageant at Brock Auditorium.
Miss Hempfling competed against
fourteen other Eastern coeds for the
honor of representing Eastern in the
Miss Kentucky Pageant, a preliminary
of the Miss America Pageant later this
year.
"Dixieland Belles and Blues" was the
theme of this year's contest sponsored by
EKU's Panhellenic Council. Cincinnati
Reds catcher Johnny Bench was
featured as the master of ceremonies
and Maicia Park, Miss Richmond 1972
was on hand to entertain with several
songs including "My Man" from the
motion picture Funny Girl. Bench also
added to the night's entertainment
singing the popular "Bad Leroy Brown"
amidst flashes from cameras and
frequent screams from enthusiastic
admirers.
Judging the pageant were Mrs. Betty
Hamilton—executive director of the Miss
Kentucky Pageant, Arnie Levin—an
account executive from WAKY Radio in
Louisville, and Henry Sheron, a certified
public accountant. John Craft of Richmond served as the pageant auditor.
The judges explained that 50 per cent
of the competition score was based on the
individual talent segment of the contest.
In this area Miss Hempfling obviously
fared well with her song medly "If I
Loved You" - "You Made Me Love You".
Hei major is music education and in
this, her last semester at Eastern , Miss
Hempfling will be student teaching at
Connoi Junior and Senior High School
near hei home town Hebron, Kentucky.
In a biief introduction of herself to the
audience and judges. Miss Hempfling
said that one of her goals is that of expi essing a love of music to the children
she will soon be teaching.
Along with the roses and silver bowl
which were presented to Miss Hempfling
as she was crowned she will receive a
$300 scholarship and several gift certificates from local merchants.
The runneis up were: Fourth, Miss
Nancy Ainspaigei, representing the
Student Nurses Association: third, Miss
Cathy Jones. Kappa Delta: second. Miss

Julianne Holbi ook. Sullivan Hall ; first,
Miss Carol Cole, Chi Omega. Each of the
lunners up received silver bowls and
dinners for two. Martha Callahan, of
Kappa Alpha Theta was chosen by the
other participants as Miss Congeniality,
and received a plaque.
At the reception following the pageant,
Miss Hempfling was greeted by the
Chi Omega sorority sisters , who roared
out their appi oval in song and cheer:
Miss Hempfling had few remarks at the
reception and said simply, "I'm thrilled
to have won; I just don't know what to
say." When asked about the Miss Kentucky Pageant, she said she is looking
forward to the competition this summer.

Designed concentration
Although the weather was a bit nippy this week, some students
could not bear studying inside. Mike Schenkenfelder, a
sophomore from Louisville, studied beneath a tree in the ravine.

The long grassy steps leading down to the ampitheater provide a
background design for photographer Paul Lambert's camera.

In a candid interview

Homosexuals discuss way of life
BY LISA COLLINS
Feature Editor
Editor's note: Part three of the series

of gay life involves several students.
Their majors are recreation, psychology,
education,
arts and sciences, and
social work. Their overall grade point
averages are 3.2, 2.S, 3.3, 2.8, 2.7, and 2.».
About a third of the way through' the
interview, question asking stopped as the
participants needed no prompting to
discuss their lives and their beliefs. After
the two hour session had ended, they
asked for response from readers. Any
letters can be sent to them through Lisa
Collins, c-o Box 47, Clay Hall.
Lisa: Tell me about your first gay
i elationship.
Squirrel: I was in high school. The first
I canevet lemember ever thinking about
other girls was about in the fifth grade. In
high school I never really meant for it to
happen, but there was just a certain
person and it was kind of commonly
agree. I really liked it. It lasted about
three years. It was nice because I'm
from a small place and I never liked
going out with boys much. We never had
to worry about getting dressed up for
each other. It wasn't phony .

Two profs have
books published

Hempfling crowned
Jean Hampfling, representing Chi
Omega in the Miss Eastern Pageant, is

shown shoi tly after being crowned as the
new Miss Eastern.

Two associate professors of Industrial
Arts here have written technical
manuscripts now published in textbooks.
Dale Patrick co-authored an eight
volume series entitled "Basic Electronics Systems Technology", published
by Bruce Publishing Company, Beverly
Hills, California. Dr. John D. Jenkins coauthored "Comprehensive Graphic
(Continued On Page Eight)

Running around a church?

Valentine's Day brings many unusual superstitions

Chambers honored
Wally Chambers. Eastern graduate and
Chicago Bears star defensive tackle,
leceives a lesolution duiing halftime at
the Eastei n-Murray game this week. The
Kentucky Geneial Assembly awarded
him the honoi

BY SHARON DAVIDSON
SUff Writer
"I sew hempseed. hempseed I sew. .
he that loves me best, come after me
now."
This was the chant recited at midnight
by young ladies in Derbyshire. England
on Valentines eve. The^girls would circle
the church 12. times while repeating the
charm "(ft1 hopes that their true valentines
would appear.
Valentine s Day began with the
Roman's feast of Lupercalia. which was
held every", February 15. The young
people chose partners for the festival by
drawing names from a chance box. The
partners exchanged gifts as a sign of
affection, and many of these courtships
ended in marriage.
Pope Gelasius tried to Christianize the
pagan festival in 496 A D by changing

P«ul Lambert Pholo

the date to February 14. The day took its
boyfriends' names on bits of paper and
The celebratiqn of Valentine's Day
name from two Saint Valentines, who
roll each strip into a small piece of clay
varies around the world. In Denmark,
lived in the third century A.D.
After this was done, she would drop all
the Danes send one special valentine
One St. Valentine was jailed for aiding
the pieces into water The first piece of
called gaekkebrev, or joking letter. The
persecuted Christians, and people
paper to rise to the top was supposed to
sender writes an original rhyme and
believe that he cured his jailkeeper's
contain the name of her true valentine.
indicates his name by using a code of
daughter of blindness. About 270 A.D. the.
dots. If his valentine guesses his name.
Other unmarried girls chos^to use bay ■, he rewards her with an Easter egg the
Romans beheaded him on Balentine Hill■Weaves to fbre^Bt' their -futures On
at the site*f%n atftiept altaMfealuno
- following Faster.
, •« '-,■'
Valentinei'eve. they would pin^a. leaf in
The other St.. Valentine was im^isoned
In Sicffy young women get up before
the center of the pillow and one on each
for converting a Roman family to
sunrise to gaze through their window's.
corner. If thecharm worked, they would
Christianity. He was beheaded in Rome
They sometimes stand there for hours
see their future husbands in their
about 273 A.D
and watch for a man to pass. Each girl
dreams.
believes that the first man she sees, or
Like many other holidays. Valentine's
someone
who looks like him, will become
Some
young
ladies
used
the
rose
petal
Day has had its superstitions and
her bridegroom within a year.
method of prediction Each girl would
peculiar customs throughout the cenValentine s Day became^popular in the
strike herself on the forehead with a
turies. The single girl had many ways of
United States at the time of the Civil War.
folded rose petal If the petal cracked,
learning the identity of her future
Many of the valentines were handthe girl knew that her valentine loved
husband.
(Continued On Page Eight)
her
Sometimes a girl would write her

Ken: I didn't come out until after I
graduated. I was in Florida and I knew
I was gay, but I hadn't come out. I knew
as far back as junior high. I met a person
on the beach. We talked and things
happened. I found it very rewarding, but
it was really a traumatic experience.
After I finally accepted myself I felt
much better.
Lisa: What is your relationship with
your parents?
Cheryl: My parents don't know, but
they think it. My mother has a habit of
saying she has two sons. I've never told
them.
Ellen: My parents are real religious.
No, I'll never tell them. It would kill
them.
Susan: My parents both know I am
gay. My father can't accept it. He is very
religious and he tends to ignore it. My
mother got a hold of some really old
books that blame themother for any kind
of problem the child has. But I can
discuss any problem with her. She has
learned a lot about rights. She knows
what's going on.
Squirrel: I don't really know if my
parents know or not. They accused me
two times but I fought and said no • I
wasn't. But anymore it's kind of like they
know because they never mention it. And
it's an accepted thing that when I come
home, (she motions toward Cheryl) that
she's going to be with me.
Ken: My parents never talk about it. It
used to be big tension when I came home.
Then last October I found out my sister is
gay, too. That makes life at home a little
better.
Lisa: Would you ever marry someone
of the opposite sex?
Cheryl: I doubt it. I never really
thought about it.
_
Ken: I might possibly marry a nice ga/
girl.
Marty: I wouldn't.
Susan: I may, I don't know. Once
you're in the gay life, it's very rewarding.
Ellen: If I did I'd have to give up the
gay life and I don't want to.
Lisa: Do you ever feel ostracized?
Squirrel: You can usually tell who.is
going to accept it and who is not. I don't
,1 tell everyone about myself.
''Susan: I have a good relationship wjth
one of the professors in ray department
and there's n« problem. But as far as
^.anybody ehi^T.ijik the facujjy would be
shocked*-The>.£_"'-—,j. l^en rumors '■
about homosexual "p^fessors being .
kicked out and people's rooms being
bugged. I do fear that theyrd try to kick$
me out of school. Eastern is supposedly
known for not liking homosexuals.
Lisa: Have you ever been to a
professional for mental care?
Ken: No.
Ellen: No
Squirrel: No.
(Continued On Page Eight)
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Morehead situation calls for official action
Although Morehead basketball
coach Bill Harrell has resigned
his positionand the controversy
concerning his actions before the
Illinois State game have been
somewhat forgotten, there has
yet to be anything done about it,
either by NCAA officials or by
Ohio
Valley
Conference
Commissioner Art Guepe.
By leaving the six best players
Morehead has at home when the
team traveled to Normal,
Illinois, Morehead threw a
game, as it was obvious that
there was no way they could win.
Harrell's logic was that he

could keep his best players from
being injured and that they
would have an extra rest before
the important game with OVC
rival Murray State University,
who was tied with Morehead and
Austin Peay for first place in the
conference.
Whether Harrell's resignation
was forced or voluntary, its
probably a good thing it happened. Harrell's actions have
degraded not only Morehead
State University, but her sister
schools,who must travel out of
state and have a reputation to
keep up as descent schools,

even though they may not be
winning schools.
The question now is, not
whether flan-ell's actions were
right or wrong, but what should
be done about it by the proper
officials. This sort ot thing
should be stopped before anyone
else gets the same idea. If Mr.
Guepe and other OVC officials do
not do anything about it, then
that only makes them look as
foolish as Harrell. By not doing
anything about it, the officials
are in effect, approving of the
actions, which are beneath any
good coach's ethics. We feel that

suspension from post season
tournaments or a several year
probation would be appropriate.
Harrell said when he resigned
that he would still like to coach
basketball but that he would like
to coach somewhere where the
people were behind him. Mr.
Harrell will have to learn that
one of the attributes of a good
coach is the ability to play fair
and for the most part, people will
not support someone who resorts
to underhandedness. But, apparently the OVC officials will,
since they've seen fit to do
nothing about it.

The readers' view

SURELY YOU JEST I

Readers down on Morehead, RA editorial
Dear Editor:
I «rr. currently working as a staff
member at Illinois State University in
I Normal. 111. This letter is the first contact
1 have had with EKU since I graduated in
May of 1973, but I feel the incident with
which I am concerned directly affects
jKKU.
.

I am i efoi img to the unfortunate
situation which occuiied heie at Illinois
State last Tuesday night (February 5),
when Moiehead state's Golden Eagles
came up heie to meet ISU's Redbird
basketball team.
You can imagine my dismay when I
heard on Wednesday morning that not
only did Morehead lose by 39 points, but
also that they practically threw the ball
game by leaving their six best players
home in Kentucky
Perhaps this event doesn't bother
many EKU fans, who simply feel what
Morehead does doesn't concern EKU
That isn't true. Morehead had entered
into an agreement with Illinois Stale to
play u lull fledged varsity basketball
game, but they didn't keep their half of
t,he agieement
Another idea the
EKU fans'might consider is this: If
Morehead does manage to win the OVC
championship, the team will represent
the OVC in post-season playoffs. Does
KKU wish to be representeed by a school
which reneges on its agreements with
other schools, which throws one game to
win another, which leaves ethics way
• behind as it tries to get a piece of glory
for itself? I hardly think so.
I would like to ask EKU to join with the
other schools in the OVC and in Kentucky
in censuring Morehead State for its
deplorable action in the Illinois State

game on February 5. And I would like to
ask that EKU take an official position
with the NCAA that Morehead should be
eliminated from any chance at playing in
the post-season games should Morehead
with the OVC.
Sincerely.
(Mrs.) Barbara S. Bouton

Dear Editor:
In legardstoyour editorial of Jan. 24,
1974 "Many R.A. ..." (page 2) I would
like to state that as an undergraduate
law enforcement major, and now as a
giaduate student, I take great offense at

being arbitrarily lumped together with
any groups be they "bad R. A.'s,
R.O.T.C. men, oi veterans". This type of
shallow thinking, be it by the press, other
forms of media, politicans, or the public,
has resulted, time and again, in many
negative manifestations in our country.
It is a specious argument as to the type
of personalities one can find in any group
of people, much less the much more
stereotyped and identifiable elements of
the University community.
It is my suggestion the Progress
feature articles on such subjects as
"Search & Seizure", "Probable Cause",
"Student Responsibilities As Tenant"
and "University Responsibilities As
Landlord". In addition, your staff could
i eseaich and brief relevant court cases

pretaining to matters that are of concern
to the students of Eastern.
The stance taken in your- article should
be reconsidered. It is very easy to hide
behind the protective statement "Some
students think..." and then state what
you believe. Will you please reveal your
survey design, number of students interviewed, etc. to cover "Some
students"?
Finally, if at any time you or members
of your staff need assistance finding
information to criminal justice, cases,
etc. feel free to contact me at your
convenience. I remain,
Sincerely,
J.C. Bowling
Graduate Assistant
Political Science Department

An all-round performer

Bench makes Miss EKU Pageant
Johnny Bench, All-Star catcher for the Cincinnati Reds
baseball team, is definitely a
good performer.

can do it all, without, seemingly,
any great effort. It all seemed to
come naturally for the young
baseball star.

Bench, who emceed the Miss
Eastern Pageant last Tuesday
night not only excels on the
baseball field, but on stage as
well. Ad-libbing his way through
breaks in the action, joking with
the contestants, the EKU Jazz
Band members and the audience
or singing, Bench proved that he

This year's Miss Eastern
Pageant, while not terrifically
organized was really one of the
best we've seen in a long time,
and it's no secret that Bench
helped make it that way. He
showed the versatility that every
great performer has.
The contestants and all the

people behind the scenes also
helped to make the pageant a
success. The Panhellenic
Council deserves credit for
putting on an evening of entertainment; the EKU Jazz
Band, too, did an excellent job of
entertaining the audience.
The Progress would like to
congratulate all the runner-ups,
and Miss Congeniality, Marty
Callihan, along with Miss Jean
Hempfling, and wish her luck in
the Mountain Laurel Festival
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This week's episode:
THE ADVENTURES OF JOE COLLEGE

Joe your epidermis
is showing!'
"Now class, today you are
going to look at plant embryos
and stems through a microscope.
Are there any questions? Yes,
Joe?"
"Uhh, what's a microscope?"
"Didn't you have Biology in
high school, Joe?"
"I didn't go to high school,
Mrs. Pancakehouse."
"How then, did you get into
Eastern?"
"Entrance requirements are
low."
"Here, class, is a diagram of a
plant stem. This outer part is the
epidermis."
"Keep it clean."
"Joe, please be quiet. Now
class, this general region in here
is the central vascular cylinder."
"Please stop the vulgarity."
"Mr. College, would you
please be quiet! And stop looking
at that girl through that
microscope!"
"But she has a better figure
. than this plant, whatever it is."
"It is an Angiosperm."
"Mrs. Pancakehouse, I must
ask you to control your language.
I become embarrassed easily."
"Oh, forget it. Now class, the
pericycle is a single layer of..."
"The what?"
"The pericycle."
"You mean like two Harleys?"
"Let's skip the pericycle. Now
this layer of cells down here on
the chart is called the cambium.
Do you know what the cambium
is, Joe?"
"Didn't we bomb heck out of
them a few years ago?"
"Well, I asked for it. Joe, why
don't you go eat at the grill.
That'll get rid of you for a few
days."
"I'm sorry, but eating at the
grill is against my religion."
"And" what is your religion?"
"Life."
^"Class, forget he ever said
anything. Now surrounding the
-cambium are the xylem and:

phloem/'- £>? •<•'_"*'• *^?J

"What are musical instruments doing in a plant?"
"Musical instruments?"
"Yes."
"Whatever are you talking
about?"
"Haven't you ever heard of
playing the xylem-phloem?"
"That was one of the worst
puns I've ever heard."

*

"So write a lejtter to the
editor."
"Alright class, the cambium
tissues are responsible for the
plant's growth in diameter. Do
you know what diameter means,
Joe?"
"It's a contraceptive device."
"I don't believe this guy. Okay
class, this white area here, this
large area inside the plant, is
called pith....Joe, what are you
laughing about?"
"What is it called?"
"Pith."
"Could I go to the restroom?"
"No, you stay here!"
"I can't believe you said that
with a straight face."
"Do you find the term 'pith'
funny?"
"Yeth I do."
"What would you call it,
then?"
"Fred."
"Alright class, this white area
here, this large area inside the
plant is called Fred. Is that okay,
Joe?"
"Yeth maam."
News Flash—The Heart Fund
reports that one Kentuckian has
a heart attack every 28 minutes.
Doctors at Pattie A. Clay
Hospital are trying to get him to
stop.
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Players to produce s
Eliot play in Gifford

Campus cable TV
means many things
In the midst of winter, a
crumbling
economy
and
generally serious hard times,
herewith a modest proposal :
It is the easiest thing in the
world to sit back, pound one's fist
on the desk and say "What this
campus needs is a, whatever."
Well, that's exactly what I intend
to do.
For some time now, the idea
has been pestering me like a
thorn in the small of my back.
The first mention of the idea
came from those extremely
progressive people at the
Student Association. They talked
about
investigating
the
possibilities of installing cable
television in the dormitories.
Several months later, there is
practically no discussion on the
topic. That is unfortunate,
because cable television on this
campus could pose several
positive implications.
First, cable television could
provide students with alternatives to the generally disappointing TV fare on Lexington
stations. Louisville and Cincinnati
stations
outrate
Lexington by odds that I don't
care to mention. Outside stations
have better news shows, better
movies and better programming
all around. With cable TV,
students would have more than
just a few choices. Many
students here are from
Louisville and various parts of
Ohio, and the addition to the tube
of stations from those areas
would be a welcome one to say
the least.
Cable TV already exists in the
dorms to the extent that the sets
in each dorm lounge are on a
cable antenna. But what is
proposed here is a cable outlet
installed in each room.
Secondly, with cable TV a
channel could be set aside for
closed-circuit broadcasts.
Broadcasting students at the
Radio-TV Center could produce

daily or weekly programs
featuring a campus calendar and
news programs aimed at
university students. Student
Association, Student Senate,
Faculty Senate and Board of
Regents meetings could be
televised. President Martin and
Student Association President
Steve Slade would have immediate access to students
through television. The overworked gripe of poor communication between students
and the administration could be
laid to rest by creating a
dialogue between the two camps
via TV.
Various campus organizations
could appeal to more students
with the aid of television.
Religious groups, service and
Greek organizations all would
benefit.
Thirdly, intramural sports
could be televised with a
minimal amount of money and
effort. In short, this campus
could be brought closer together
by television. The weekly
evacuation of the campus might
be curtailed if students felt there
was something to do here that
was worth their time. And
closed-circuit TV could play a
big part in creating that interest.
Closed-circuit television on a
college campus may be nothing
new in other parts of the country.
But for this area it could make
Eastern unique among otherwise
hum-drum state universities.
Undoubtedly, there are
numerous holes that could be
punched in my proposal. Too
costly, too complicated, not
worth it; these are just a few.
But in any event, I invite my
critics to start punching. Find
your crayon andvvritea letter to
me. Let me know how you feel on
the subject. The same goes for
whatever supporters I may have
out there in Progressland. With
enough support, cable TV and a
closed-circuit campus channel
could well become a reality by
next Fall.

"m
Jazz artist Buddy
Rich to perform here
Jazz artist Buddy Rich will
bring his fast-paced sound to
campus the night of Feb. 26
when the University Center
Board presents the Buddy Rich
Band in concertat 7:30 in Hiram
Brock Auditorium.
One of the hottest performers
in the jazz world today, Rich is a
frequent guest on the Tonight
Show with Johnny Carson. Born
into the world of vaudeville,
Buddy Rich has been in shovy
business since the age of one and
a half.
Rich began his career with
respected vaudeville musicians
and soon became the highest
pair child star in the country,
second only to Jackie Coogan.
With stints on Broadway,
Chicago and Kansas City, Buddy
Rich toured the country with his
parents as "The Rich Family."
Rich began his solo career with
the Joe Marsala Band and later
moved on to perform with such
greats as Artie Shaw and
Tommy Dorsey.
Rich's association with Frank
Sinatra helped him form his own
band in 1954.
Tickets for concert are now on
sale
at
the
Coates
Administration Building. Prices

'A Look At' broadcast weekly
as public affairs show on WEKU
BY TIM JONES
SUff Writer
,.

A current public affairs
Program, "A Look at....", is
broadcast Wednesday evenings
from 7:15 on WEKU-FM. The
program is designed, as the title
indicates, to look at any number
of subjects relevant to contemporary
society.
John
Sullivan, the program's announcer and co-ordinator of
radio for WEKU-FM, describes
"A Look at..." as an attempt "to
utilize expertise on campus to
discuss important issues that
confront us in everyday life. We
try to use as many faculty, staff,
and students as possible."
The basic format of the
program includes a panel with a
moderator, and outside student
participation. "The panel
members may not be known
nationally, but are experts in
their fields and present balanced
opinions in every subject,"
described Sullivan. "The last
part of the program is set aside
for students who are there at the
station." Although audience
response has been ek{remely
'/

/

You and the IRS, transportation,
the economy, and student
financial aid. Future programs
will discuss no-fault insurance,
annual sessions of the state
legislature, unemployment, and
includes a wide range of subjects
that are relevant to immediate
events. "We will run indefinately, as long as we can
depend upon the expertise of
faculty, staff, and students.
There's a world of information
on this campus and we're trying
to utilize it," expressed Sullivan.
"A Look at...." is directed for
anyone who wants to listen. It is
interesting, informative, and
educational, and provides
students with a great op

are $2 for students and Center
Board Activity card holders, $3
for all others and at the door.

coming Murder in the Cathedral!
dealing with the murder of
Thomas Becket. The casT,.
stationed on tiered platforms,
will not be using scripts.
Through
these
special
techniques, Robinette has shown
that T.S. Eliot's drama of
Becket's death can be weUadapted for Readers Theatre
Murder in the Cathedral will,
indeed provide the audience with
a vocal message, a mental
image, and an intimate sharing
of literature between the
audience and readers.
«1
EKU faculty member John
Chisholm will be portraying
Becket. Other members of th»
cast include: Bob Butler, Mike
Morgan, Phil Stewart and Phil
Tracy doubling as knights and
tempters; and Deborah BurrisJ
Carol Cole, Jeanne Olsen,
Patricia Perry and Cindy Rusell
asthechorus. Tickets for the play
will be on sale the week m
February 18 in the ticket office Of
the Jane Campbell Fine Art$
Buildin

Comedy on tap
Barbara Desiato and Ian O'Connell star in the Diner's takes place outside the halls of academe The
Playhouse production of The Owl and the Pussycat, production runs through Feb. 24. Reservations may
rne play is a comedy which deals with education that be made by calling 299-8407 in Lexington

In The ENERGY CRISIS,
LET'S MAKE

portunity for experience.
Sullivan said the staff is always
open to suggestions for upcoming topics. As the program's
name implies, the show can
focus on practically any subject
imaginable, as it will do next
week. The topic for discussion
then will be "Exorcism." Panel
members will be Father Ronald
Kettler, Chaplain of the Catholic
Newman Center, Reverend Don
Scott, Assistant Pastor of the
First Christian Church of Richmond, and WEKU-FM student
news editor T.G. Moore. The
moderator for the program will
be Reverend Gene Strange,
Minister and Director of the
Wesley Foundation Center.

HOW?

BY RELIEVING

When planning to go home for the
weekend conserve gas by forming
CAR POOLS. To find drivers or
riders going to your^rea, check
the ride board on the first floor
of.the Powell Building.

> :,t*.

has not met expectations. "We
really welcome students coming
over and participating. One
reason why we decided to have
the program live was to involve
student's," said Sullivan.
The broadcast began on
January 9, and has included such
topics as Watergate and im*eachment. the Energy Crisis,

A Readers Theatre production
of T.S. Eliot's Murder in the
Cathedral will herald the
opening of the Clarence H.
Gifford Theatre in the new Fine
Arts Building. February 20-23
are the dates for Murder in the
Cathedral.
As opposed to drama, Readers
Theatre fronts the script or the
text, rather than dramatic action. The audience is not exposed
to elaborate settings, costumes
or props which often overshadow the script. Rather, a
"picture" is suggested by the
reader, through his ovice, facial
expressions and gestures. Each
member of the audience
assumes the responsibility of
seeing in his own mind the setting" and characters which the
reader has suggested. Thus,
Readers Theatre challenges the
audience, and is intellectual as
well as entertaining.
Several special effects or
techniques have been employed
by Mr. Dan Robinette, director,
in his interpretation of the up-

•v

It is tailored to smajl budgets.

'

RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Main Street

Big Hill Ave.
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Help turn "off ' the
Energy Crisis

No service charges!

STATE BANK AND TRUST COMPANY
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Allen leads MTSU

SPORTS

Colonels go back on road

DOMNJOT
BY PAT WILSON

s

SFOKTS EDITOR

Intramural building? YES!!
As everyone surely knows by now, the ^w
Enforcement department at Eastern is nationally
renowned and is considered, perhaps, the best in the
nation. There are other departments at Eastern with
national prestige and could gain even more.
I talk of the department of Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Athletics. At this
moment the HPER&A department is ahead of most
at other universities. It could be ahead of many
more. The solution? We need another physical plant
at Eastern, in particular an intramural building is
needed. Within the next five years it will be an absolute necessity.
Why is an intramural building needed, now? What
is it? How can we afford it? These questions sound
like dampers on the suggestion, but they are only
good challenges.
An intramural building is needed to take care of
the already over populated Begley, and Alumni
auxiliary free play areas. The basketball courts are
overcrowded and the racquet ball -court situation is
ridiculous. Physical activities are very popular on
this campus and our relatively new facilities are
outmoded already.
An intramural building will ease crowdedness and
will supply something EKU has never had. Begley
and Alumni are both used during the day for classes.
Students who have free time during class periods
could play basketball, work out with weights, play
racquetball or swim if an intramural structure was
built (meaning the IM building would be for intramurals and free play only.)
(Continued On Page Six)

BYKENPALEN
SttffWHi^r
Bob Mulcahy and his cagers
will be back on the OVC road
this weekend for games at
Middle Tennessee on Saturday
and Western Kentucky on

Eastern's Eels traveled to
Cincinnati last Friday, expecting a close meet with the
VC mermen, but the finai result
was even tighter than even the
Eels thought. Most observers
felt that the meet would go to
the final event, the 400 yard
freestyle relay, before it would
be decided; they were right.
Going into the relay, Eastern
held a slim 55-51 lead, meaning
that either team could win since
seven points go to the winner of
relays and none to the losers.
Eastern's team of J.B. Hughes,
Wally Esser, Kevin Miles, and
Bill Stapleton swam with their
Cincinnati counterparts almost
stroke for stioke throughout
the race, and when the last
swimmers finished, both teams
thought they had won. However,
about ten minutes later, the
judges decided that the Eels
were the victors. Their time
was 3:18.1, two-tenths faster
than UC's. The final score was
61-52.
The finest pei foi mance of the
meet for"Eastern, however, was
turned in by freshman distance

values to 45N
28M- 32"

Plalfom and heels
values to 25N

Manly I Briacliff

9*- 15w

INCORPORATED

SHOE STORE
214 W. Main St.

in a tie with Morehead for
second place in the OVC with a
6-3 record. Each are one game
behind front-running Austin
Peay Middle has the best
overall slate in the conference,
15-6.
In their previous meeting in
Richmond nearly a month ago,
Eastern dominated Middle for
most of the contest to lead by as
much as 22 points, but had to
withstand a late rally by the
Blue Raiders to escape with a
swimmer Randy Holihan in the 73-70 victory.
Fred Allen is leading MTSU in
1,000 yard freestyle, who took
seven seconds off the school scoring with a 17 point per game
record with a time of 10:07.6. average and also leads the Blue
"Holohan's swim was fan- Raiders in assists. Jimmy
tastic, and the last relay put Powell is close behind at 15
together a great effort to clinch points per contest. Each of the
the meet for us," said a happy other starters, George Sorrell,
Coach Donald Combs. "We're Tim Sisneros and Steve Peeler
always excited about beating are scoring in double figures
Cincinnati because they always and shooting over 50 per cent
have talented swimmers and from the field.
Coach Jimmy Earle installed
put together a good effort
a running offense at the outset
against us."
The Eels got off to a good Of the season and their 89 point
start by winning the first event, per game scoring output attests
the 400 yard medley relay with a ^o its success. The Blue
time of 3:40.6. The team was Raiders have scored over 100
composed of Bill Tingley, Tom points 6 times thus far.
Javins, Chris Smith.and Wally
Jim Sh»ph«rd_PI>oto
Middle and Eastern hold the
Esser. Then came Holihan's only two wins over Austin Peay
assists at the present time, with 59. He also is
EKU GUARD, Ron Smith, brings the ball
1,000 and Eastern was out to a in the OVC to date.
considered the best ball-handler in that he
upcoui t in the Colonels 100-81 to Austin Peay,
After the Saturday evening
quick lead. But Cincinnati
hi ings the ball upcoui t against the press.
last Saturday. Smith is leading the team in
battled back and it was nip-and- game in Murfreesboro the
tuck the rest of the way.
Colonels will head up the road
Other individual winners for to Bowling Green to meet the 4-5
Eastern were Hughes in the 50 Hilltoppers.
In the game played in Alumni
yard free, Stapleton in the 100
free, Smith in the 200 butterfly, Coliseum earlier this year,
and
Tingley in the 200 Western beat the Colonels in
overtime 64-63 to hand Bob
backstroke .
Eastern's Paul Meador and Mulcahy's squad their first OVC
Austin Peay's Governors took worked foi good shots.
Carl Brown who had 15 points in
Jim Sherwood continued to dive loss of the campaign.
a big step toward the OVC
With 8:47 to go in the first the first half (7 of 12). Howard
Johnny Britt continues to lead championship
well against strong competition.
this
past half, APSU led by only four Brown had eight rebounds in the
Meador finished second on both the Hilltoppers in scoring with a weekend. First> Lake Kelly's points, 23-19, but then proceded half and blocked numerous
boards while Sherwood was 17 point per game average. He defending champs
beat to outscore the Colonels 24-10 shots.
third on the three meter board. is followed by Calvin Wade's 14 Eastern 100-81 and then the rest of the half, to open to a
Eastern came out in the
The next day Eastern point average and Chuck Morehead 94-83 to take sole 47-29 lead. The Govs, led by second half and allowed Murray
traveled to Danville to swim Rawling's 12. Wade also lead possession of first place. Williams 20 points in the first 12 only 15 points in the first 16
against Centre College. The the team in assists. The only Eastern is now two games minutes of the second half, minutes and scored enough to
Eels won easily as freshman other Mill topper scoring in behind in the loss column opened up a 30 points lead which climb to a 67-59 margin. Jimmy
Bob Mueller set two pool double figures is Kent Allison at despite a 71-69 victory over Eastern whittled to the final.
Segar and Blackford led the
records in the 1,000 and 500 yard 11 point per contest. Allison is Murray last Monday.
The Colonels were led by Carl comeback with five field goals
freestyles. His times were 10:53 also the leading rebounder.
Fly Williams was the main Brown and Jimmy Segar with apiece.
As of late Ed Gampfer has damager in the regionally 19 and 16 points, respectively.
anti 5:15, respectively.
Murray had a chance with
The Eels swim against.the h«en starting at one of the guard televised contest between APSU Bob Watkins, Larry Blackford 2:52 remaining and
only
University of Kentucky Friday positions for Jim Richard's and the Colonels. Williams hit and Robert Brooks each added trailing by four, but Steve
night at Memorial Coliseum at forces. Gampfer is regarded as for 35 points as Austin Peay had 10.
Barrett fouled Jimmy Segar
7:00. "This meet has always an exoellent defensive player perhaps their best performance
Eastern
bounced
back made a layup. Cat Luther,
been close in the past," con- and an above average passer.
of the season. "They were just Monday night at Alumni MSU's coach, protested the call
Western is currently in forth more agressive", said Coach Coliseum, to take a close 71-69 vehemently, and was assessed a
tinued Combs. "And there's no
reason to believe it won't be this place in the OVC and has an Bob Mulcahy after the game. dicision from Murray's Racers. technical foul. This allowed
overall record of 11-9.
time."
This point is maintained in that The visitors jumped to a 44-37 Eastern to take a seven point
the rebounds and turnovers halftime lead and would've had lead with time running out. The
were even, but the Govs had a an even bigger lead had it not Colonels held on and salted
better field percentage and been for the outside shooting of away their fifth OVC victoiy
against four losses. They are 711 overall.
9wiloUoH
Carl Brown led Eastern for
the game wigh 21 points and
was personally responsible for
holding
Mike
Coleman,
Served 11am - 2pm
Murray's 26-points-a-game
forward to 4 for 19 from the field
WIOC MLICTMN
Featuring:
ROAST BEEF
and 11 points. Blackford
used books of all types
chipped in 19 points while Segar
SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN
added 17. Senior Robert Brooks
pulled 14 rebounds.
BAKED HAMi
THE PAPER BACK EXCHANGE
Eastern now journeys to
At The Tii Man
DELUXE SALADS
Middle Tenn. for a Saturday
228 W. IRVINE STREET
game, and then on to Bowling
RICHMOND
Green for arch-rival Western
2
plus tax
next Monday night.
HOURS-114 urn 10-4 tat

Eels nip Cincy

Men's Shoe SALE
Florsheim Dress Boots

Monday evening.
The Colonels play three
straight road games before
closing out the conference
campaign at home against
Tennessee Tech and Morehead
Middle Tennessee is currently
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Student-oriented in every respect'

L

Photo by Dan Quigg

THE EASTERN volleyball club works on spikes and Mocks in a
lecent practice session. The V-ball club is a sports club that
comes under the supervision of the intramural department.
Currently there are seven other sports clubs. Wayne Jennings,
intramural director, also serves as the coach of the V-ball club.

Intramurals covers five areas, serves interest
Eds. note: This article is the
first of two feature articles that
will appear in the Progress
about the intramural program
at Eastern. We would like to
thank the department of Health.
Physical Education, Recreation
and Athletics for their
cooperation and help.
Next week, a few more
aspects will be brought up and
discussed in the article.
BY SAM WHITE
Staff Writer

/

Wayne Jennings, a graduate
of the University of Texas,
serves as the director of men's
intramurals at Eastern. Mr.
Jennings specialized in intramurals at Texas and was an
IM assistant there, also. Jennings is ably assisted in the
program by Mike Cain, a
graduate student here.
Intramural sports for men is
a sub division of the Department of Physical Education for
men.
The IM department
concentrates on five areas of
programming.
These areas
include: competitive sports
program, recreational free
play, sports clubs, faculty-staff
program, and co-ed activities.
The competitive program
operates on an All Year Trophy
Point System. The All Year
Trophy is awarded to the

The
Department
of
Intramurals has been selling its
program for several years. Its
rxoduct has been satisfying to
a laige of its customers—the
students of CM
The intramurals programs
Hall. All contestants must here has provided a beneficial
appear tonight. Flight sheets service to many involved
students.
will be posted on location.
Intramurals. coming from
Women's IM's
Latin, meaning "within the
basketball continues to move walls," implies a program of
along. One particular team, the sports of other activities conBuckeyes, appear to be a very ducted within the imaginary
strong and impressive con- boundaries of the university.
The primary purpose of the
The PEK club of Eastern is
tendev.
The softball team entry intramural program is to sponsoring a free throw
provide the majority of students shooting contest for women and
deadline is set for March 8.
with the opportunity for athletic men, alike.
There are two divisions in
participation and experiences
which can be derived by each class, independent and
becoming active in the greek. Flyers are posted about
program. These experiences campus for further information.
should be leveled at the par- First round is scheduled for
ticipant's total development. Feb. 19th. There will be a one
The chance exists for every dollar entry fee.
individual to participate
For further information call
regardless of what his level of Larry Myford (623-0671) or Bill
Sophomore, Lonnie Turner, abilities and skills may be.
Simkins (625-3946).
hit a 25-feet jump shot with
three seconds remaining last
■I. UNIT-- ■-Monday to give the Eastern
Junior Varsity a 67-66 victory
over Lindsey Wilson Junior
SUPER UflLU
College, last Monday night.
Turner led a late surge by the
baby-Colonels, who trailed 45-31
at the half and were also behind
by 67-61 with 40 second to go.
Mark Bugg and Tony York led
Eastern scoring with 11 points
apiece in the game which upped
7 DAY§ A WEEK!
the JVs' record to 8-5. Don
Morris added ten.
The preceding Saturday, the
Ml nOMSE BAKERY
JVs added the UK Dental School
to its win list with a 99-74 blowALSO OPEN 24 HOURS A IAY
out. Tony York had 20 points
and 13 rebounds while Dave
Stoddard added 20 points.

Intramural scene
BY SAM WHITE
Surf Writer
Intramural basketball enters
a critical stage of play this
week. Several contests will
decide league winners and
eliminate some squads from the
unbeaten ranks.
Earlier this week, Tribe met
7-11 A, both of League I. The 7-11
group won to keep their unblemished record intact. Other
games of significance: Sigma
Nu clashed with Beta Theta Pi
in League Q action, and Phi
Delta Theta collided with
Kappa Alpha Psi in League F.
The ODT-A bunch and the
Sugarbears will battle tonight
at 6:30, AC Court 1 to determine
the winner of League L. There
remains a host of rugged independent teams. The strongest
of these appear to be particularly 7-11 A, Tribe; ODT-A;
Sugarbears; Funky Five; UHFHa; Squad and the OD's.
Intramural wrestling titles in
each division were decided last
week before an enthusiastic
throng in Alumni Col*
Beta
Theta Pi took the fraternity
crown, while Grog claimed the
independent bracket.
Ping Pong entries hit a record
number of 117. This enthusiastic
turn-out will require at least two
separate nights of play. The
first rounds will be played
tonight at 6 p.m. in the Keene
Hall Rec.-room. The final
rounds are tenatively scheduled
for Feb. 20th at 6 p.m. in Keene

. :

PEK sponsors
free-throw
contest

Turner leads

JV's to victory

THORNBERRY'S
SUPER VALUE

organization in each division
(independent, fraternity, and
housing) which earns the most
points through participation of
IM sports.
The intramural calendar of
events centers upon 29 assorted
activities.
The number of
awarded points depends upon
the classification of the sport,
whether A, B, or C sport
Intramural sports clubs are
organized when students express an-interest in a certain
activity. ' This program is
designed to serve individual
intei est in various sports and is
"student oriented in every
respect."
Some clubs are geared for
competition while others are
purely recreational. Mr. Jennings
commented,
"The
potential for sports clubs is
tremendous. Most clubs can be
co-educational and could be
organized with the aid of the
intramural department."

The interest of the particular
club could focus upon any
recreational aspect imaginable
such as canoeing, hiking and
camping, and skiing. There are
currently seven sport clubs at
EKU.
This list includes:
Karate, judo, bowling, soccer,
raquetball, cycling, and men's
volleyball clubs.
Recreational free play is very

much alive in the facilities of
the Alumni Coliseum and
Begley Building. Free play
hours thrive at an average rate
of 25 hours a week. Last year's
intramural annual report stated
that there were 43,243 manhours of participation during
free play periods.
Faculty-staff pai ticipation
has been limited to three

competitive tournaments in
individual sports and participation during free play
periods.
Co-ed programs, in the form
of several team sports and
mixed doubles competition, add
spice to the IM agenda. These
activities have consisted of coed raquetball, softball, and
volleyball.

DELTA TAU DELTA INVITES ALL
EKU STUDENTS TO ATTEND THE
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Chuck Berry
Little Richard
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RICHMOND PLAZA SHOPPING CENT

Welcome to the ilEUIEST THEATRES in RICHmORD
Luxurious New Twin Cinemas designed with plush seats ... screenglow brilliance . . .
sensational stereo sound ... Also, acres and acres of free lighted parking.

CAMPUS-CINEMAS
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across the nation.
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WALKING
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MOVIE
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X

Remember to call Mom to tell
her about your cool new place.
For calls inside the state of Kentucky.the maximum night rateT7 pm to 7 am
and all day Saturday, and Sunday-is 93* for the initial four minutes and 36*
for each additional two-minute period.
,
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Will Morehead incident be'one of a kind'
400 miles from home, why did
they schedule it in the first
place' Other OVC schools
scheduled non-conference
games for that week and in
every case the team's top
players were used.
Also, after Harrell had
decided
that six players would
Commentary
not make the trip with the team,
notified MSU athletic
Harrell knew the game would he
fall in the midst of the OVC director Gene Scholes of his
schedule at that time If decision. Scholes gave a go
Morehead could have better ahead and Harrell presumed
used the time off instead of that he had the University
playing a non-conference game behind him in the decision But
Scholes
never
consulted
■
■
Morehead President Adion
Doran on the matter.
When confronted on the
matter, Doran said he couldn't
support Harrell's decision
because he hadn't been notified
of it before the trip to Illinois.
Harrell's resignation soon
followed.
A major strength of intercollegiate athletics has been
the high ethical standards and
dedication to a 100 per cent
effort
by
participants.
Morehead's actions of the past
week violate both areas and to
the present time have gone
without
OVC or NCAA
reprimand. Surely neithei
organization condones the acts
of Harrell last week. Why
haven't they spoken up?
What could prove to be even
more detrimental to college
basketball is the lack of communication and antagonism
which apparently existed
be rrtade from what has happened thus far
First, the game with Illinois
State was scheduled months
before the first Morehead
basketball contest was played
last December, and certainly

BYKENPALEN
Surf Writer
Trie resignation of Bill Harrell
as head basketball at Morehead
last
Sundav
evening
culminated a week-long fuioi
glowing out of a tecent MSU
toad tiiptr Illinois State
University in which the top six
Eagle players remained at
home.
Although many of the particulars concerning the incident
are yet to be fully disclosed, it
seems certain conclusions can

THE TUXTAIL
and spring formals
for spring weddings

Wrestlers

gfngfts$fonnatwear

Coach Joe Handlan's Eastern
Kentucky University wrestlers
finished sixth among 12
universities competing in the
recent Southeastern Intercollegiate Wrestling
Association Tournament held
on the Auburn University
campus.
Coach Handlan wrestlers will
put their 8-4 record on the line at
Alumni Coliseum Feb. 16 at 2
p.m. when the locals host
Marshall University.
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Sport Shorts
Track
"We ran well in the meet and
had a number of good performances, for this stage of
the training year. We were
pleased." With that head tack
coach Art Harvey summed up
his team's performance in the
annual Mason-Dixon Games at
Freedom Hall in Louisville,
Kentucky.
Jerry Young, a senior from
Somerset, Kentucky won the
Alumni Mile (for graduates of
Kentucky high schools) in
4:13.8, a meet record. Bill
Sampson Ashland, Ky., won his
section of the same event in
4:25.1,Ran indoor .
Tyrone Harbut, a junior trom
Bryan Stationtfinished third in
the Invitational 600 with a
1:12.4. The event was won by
Tennessee's Dai win Bond with
Fred Sowerdy finishing 2nd.
Eastern's next effort will be a
quadrangular meet with Cincinnati, Butler, and Ball State

KENTUCKY
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2 piece Prints

NOW!

Adults

501

188

3'

FRIED CHICKEN
Let us be your lunch box
for under a dollar

Originally 13"

2-piece prints

Snack Box

Paul Lamb«rt Photo

Bob Watkins lays the ball off the glass for two points in
Eastern's 71-69 victory over Murray last Monday night. Watkins
had a good game in the Eastern's loss to Austin Peay two days
earlier in that he scored 10 points in only eight minutes of action.

rTOTfMm

PhOT* Mt-1457
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sixth at Auburn
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*Now Open
In New Location
TuxTail. A completely new look In formal-wear
A tapered tuxedo with cutaway front, floor
levelpeak lapels. Velvet top collar. Double
pleated center vent. With matching trousers.

(Continued From Page Four)

bet«'»en Doran and Harrell.
Harrell has stated that on
several occasions Doran called
him into his office and criticized
his coaching methods, and
overall confidence in Harrell
seemed small.
One can only hope that the
Morehead incident will be one of
a kind. Intercollegiate athletics
has been an escape from the
traumas and problems the
world. There's enough arguing
and backstabbing on the front
page for all to see without
spreading it to college athletics.
The OVC has had a long
reputation as wild and unpredictable basketball conference. Let's hope this one
incident doesn't give the offcourt dealings of the conference
the same reputation.

S. Coke

at Muncie,Indiana Saturday.
Women's b-ball
With a season record of 5-0,
the Dayton University female
basketball team confronted the
Eastern women Friday and
were handed their first loss of
the season.
Leading scorer Marcia
Mueller tallied 24 points in the
52-45 victory, liei me Kok with
9 points, Brenda Ross with 6,
Sharon Coppock with 6, Barbara Lisehora with 4, and
Velma Lehman with 3 points,
added their skill to the performance.
Dayton took a 10-6 lead early
the first quarter. Rallying to
win, the Eastern women
changed their defense from a
press to a zone, and passed
Dayton in the second quarter.
"Sharon Coppock and Bernie
Kok played a nice game, "
commented
Coach Paula
Welch, "and Marcia Mueller
was very consistant."
After this home win, the team
goes on the load to play Marshall University and participate
in the Tennessee Tech Tournament.

60 per cent of the students on campus use the
facilities we now have for free play. That represents
over 6,000 students. What would happen if just oneeighth of the students (not including faculty)
decided to use the facilities with the same time span.
It would be quite over-populated, as it is now.
Many pessimists would doubt the credibility of the
need by saying the cost tor a new facility is too
much. True; if, you take the money from taxpayers,
or if you want to build a superstructure costing
several million dollars.
The best answer to the pessimists is to point to the
example of Oklahoma State University. OSU has an
IM structure and it is payed for by the students.
Their's is open from 8:00 a.m. to midnight, and is
payed for at the beginning of the semester by a 50
cent "IM" fee. Over a period of years this building
will more than pay for itself. The few students who
would oppose such a small fee are the ones who
never let themselves take advantage of the joys of
exercise. Perhaps if forced to pay for a IM building
they would be inclined to take advantage of it.
Another aspect is that, initially the structure could
be built small and in such a way that it could be
added on to, as interest and need increases.
Another important reason for this structure is
because of the hopeful success for the basketball
program. When Eastern reaches the point where it
needs more seats to accomodate crowds, the
auxiliary gym will vanish, the large wall at the east
end of Alumni will go and Begley and Weaver
will be the only facilities available on campus. I
wonder if these will be overcrowded. It doesn't take
a genius to reason that out.
A temporary solution to this problem might be the
usage of the Weaver Building (at least on weekendsi. Weaver is in great shape, thanks to the women's
P.E. department, but is not open for free play on
weekends, no thanks to the women's P.E. department.
Women and men both should be allowed to use
this facility. The reason it isn't open for free play is
that the women's department feels a professional
supervisor should be present. Student supervision is
not adequate. I do not the know the reasons for the
supervision problem, but there is need to ease the
overcrowdedness and right now Weaver is the only
answer, at least on weekends (during the week,
Weaver is used for classes and women's intramurals).

Shoo - 'Fly'
That's what Larry Blackford appears to be saying as he fights
Austin Peay's 'Fly' Williams for this rebound in last Saturday's
game. APSUwon 100-81, but the Colonels bounced, back against
Mm i ay 71-69, as Blackford scored 19 points. Eastern now
travels to Middle Tennessee.

MOWAITR6SS
MO WAIT.
When you order dinner at McDonald's, it's no sooner said than done.
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Students voice complaints

Room consolidations pose minor inconveniences
roommates) to find someone
they would like to room with. It
is a slow process to find a
compatible roommate."
Meanwhile, a second notice
went out January 28 to students
yet without roommates. This
time it was single spaced on half
a sheet of paper,where as the
first notice was double spaced
on three fourths of a page.
It stated that as of January 28.
the housing office had not heard
what the receiver intended to
do, and if by February 1 no word
was received, the office would
assume "you prefer a private

To the energy crisis contention Hutchinson answered,
"To say that is what it is based
on would not be 100 percent
true.

EKU coed protests in D C for Dad

"I feel it is their responsibility
to find me a roommate. I signed
a contract, as did all dorm
residents, for a room, not a
roommate. The contract did not
say anything about having to
move because your roommate
auit school or moved out."
"Also, on the contract, it asks
you if you mind your roommate
smoking, drinKing, or having a
TV or anything.
I mind
smoking and said so. They

BY LISA COLLINS

Feature Editor
To say the least, many dormitory residents* have been
upset for the last few weeks.
Then again, according to
Directors of Housing, Miss
Mabel Criswell and Jack T.
Hutchinson,
the
"consolidation" of dormitory rooms
has gone smoothly, with only a
minimum of complaints.
January 16 residents who had
not paid for a private room and
were without roommates were
sent a notice that gave them

BY LISA COLLINS
Feature Editor

three options: elect a roommate
from a list, move in with
someone who was without a
roommate, or pay for a private
room.
"In the interest of conserving
energy and in order to complete
all records, we were anxious to
expedite this procedure during
the above mentioned dates"
(Jan. 21-26), it said at the bottom
of the unsigned notice.
Hutchinson, director of men's
residences, said the procedure
is nothing new and Miss
Criswell, director of women's
residences said the reason it

whether may father was dead
or alive, it would be alright. But
since I don't know, I try not to
think about him because then I
worry. This whole week is going
to be centered around him

Lea Ann Shelton, an Eastern
student, and daughter of POW
Lt. Col. Charles Shelton, is in
Washington D C this week
protesting. Like 1,300 other
She is dissatisfied with the
men, Lt. Col. Shelton did not way the federal government
return to the United States after and the mass media are hanthe Vietnam war ended.
dling the situation. She said
Voices in Vital America every time President Nixon
(VIVA), and the families of the goes on television to list his
unaccountedmen for, are not accomplishments, he says, "I
satisfied with the action the brought all the POWs home."
federal government is taking to
It's just not true," said Lea
find the POW's. So, until
President Nixon grants them an Ann. "There are about 1,300
interview, a POW family will unaccounted for."
ride around the White House in
As for the media, Lea Ann
a Winnebago 12 hours daily for a
week. This week is the Shelton's feels that "they don't talk about
turn. Another family, who it much. Every now and then
began the ride two weeks ago, my mom makes the news, but
very seldom—very seldom. All
will continue indefinitely.
VIVA initiated the peaceful they talk about is Watergate
protest because, said Lea Ann, and gas."
"People think all the prisioners
She predicted that President
are back." For the Shelton
family, the week-long ordeal Nixon would have granted them
will be depressing. "If I knew an interview by now. "But I just

was not done in the fall was
because there were not many
changes in room assignments
then. Still, they estimated the
"no shows" (students who
reserved a room, but never
occupied it) as 200 men and ISO
women in the fall semester.
Figures for the spring semester
are not available at this time.
Miss Criswell said she was
"amazed" at how cooperative
the girls were.
Hutchinson denied many
complaints about the "consolidation" and said "we try to
help them (students without

don't know," she said. "It's
hard
to
compete
with
Watergate."
Lt. Col. Shelton has been a
POW for eight years. He was
shot down in Laos on his thirtythird birthday, April 29, 1965.
His family was then stationed in
Okinawa Mrs. Shelton has since
moved her family of five
children to Louisville.
"They took my mom aside
and told her my father had just
been shot down and they were
trying to rescue him. Everyone
cracked up because everybody
liked him."
"All the other kids were in
another room playing. My
brother came in and told me but
I didn't believe him...I couldn't
believe it. He didn't even have
guns as he was in reconnaissance. He didn't even carry
a pistol. When my brother said
helicopters were going in to tre
to rescue him I knew it was
true."
"I went to mom and she was

room and you will be billed for
the private room the following
week from the business office".
A Clay Hall resident who
declined to use her name for
fear of reproach, said her main
objection to the situation was
that she knew people last
semester who "got private
rooms and did not pay. Why
didn't they do it last semester,
or last year?"
After she received the
January 12 notice, she said she
went to the housing office to
discuss the situation with Miss
Criswell.
"She said she she would call
me back, but she didn't. I was
here almost all the time for two
days."
She was given a list of five
people to contact about moving
in with none of the five wanting
to leave their rooms.
surrounded by people. I just
After receiving the second
stood there in a daze. No one
notice, she returned to the office
paid any attention to us kids
where she said she was given a
because they thought we didn't different reason for the action.
understand, but we did."
The first time they told me it
was because of the energy
As part of Mrs. Marian crisis. Then they said it was
Shelton s unending efforts to because so many people didn't
find out about her husband, she have roommates."
spent seven weeks in Southeast
Asia on a VIVA sponsored factfinding trip in the fall. She has
also made numerous trips to all
parts of the country, speaking
with government officials.

BSW

room, $30 for a telephone, and $1
for a mail box. This equals $256
for a female in McGregor Hall,
the fee would equal if she rented
a refrigerator for a semester.

According to Hutchinson,
many students decide to pay the
extra money for the privilige
of a private room. It is one and
a half times the regular fee,
plus a full fee for telephone. An
example of this would be the
$150 rent for Palmer Hall. To
this is added $75 for a private

According to the unhappy
Clay resident, Miss Criswell
told her one of the reasons for
the consolidation was because
persons who paid for a private
room last semester complained
about those who did not pay for
also having private rooms.

SELF SERVICE
iVNDRY & DRY CLEANING'
SAVE 50 percent or MORE
ON YOUR DRY CLEANING
10 lb. for 1250
Use our new steam cabinet
FREE
HIGHLANDER LAUNDRY]
623-9807 Gen Lane

ANDY'S PIZZA
PALACE
if you can't come
to us, we'll come
to you I

People just aren't interested
unless it effects them personally."

We deliver
A Paul Mazursky Production
j^

C.l.b-.lmo w.rn.r B.o. SOIh Annlv.r.«ry #fe
AW«rn«iCommun.c.non»Comp«n»^|r

PLUS: The Star
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liCPHilliH'li'lil'l

4 p.m.! 2:30 a.m. DAILY

623-5400
South Second Street

Of "Sting"

NOW! At 7pm & 9pm

"BullittV "The French Connection;' and now
"The Seven-Ups"-the dirty tricks sqosd
that even regular cops are afraid of!
"The Seven-Ups" was produced and
directed by Philip D'Antoni, the man who
brought you "Bullitt" and The French
Connection.
The star of The Seven-Ups" is Roy
Scheider who played Gene Hackman's
partner in The French Connection'.'
The story was written by New York
Detective Sonny Grosso. one of the two
detectives who busted The French
Connection case.
Remember how Bullitt and The
French Connection literally slammed you
into the front seat ol a car and drove you
headlong into a new kind of
excitement?
Well, wait until you see_what
D Antoni is up to this time.
The same, and lots more,
as you roar through city streets at
terrifying speeds in what we predict
will be hailed as the most electrifying
chase in screen entertainment. -

THE
SEVEN-UPS
-oi-o-.-.-t.-.e-wt T-E SEVEN-UPS • *PWII.">V$NTONIpaoavCTies • S'J" -; =c> sc-s OE= -'o-.- .OB A-.;:
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"VIVA is a pretty good
organization, but I really don't
know what they could do about
the situation over there (in
Southeast Asia). All they can do
is make people aware of it.

Applications
cents. Wednesday at 8:00 p.m., charge. There will be a dance at Meditation Society will begin
For Miss Kentucky Pageant
a talent show will take place in the "Magic Moment" following this semester by giving
Applications are now being the Grise Room. A 25 cent entry the play. It will last from 1:00 preparatory lectures on Feb. 21
accepted
throughout the fee and a 50 cent admission fee a.m. to 4:00 a.m. For further March 21, April 4, and 18 at 7:30
Commonwealth for the annual will be charged. Thursday, at information call Raymond p.m. in Conference room A of
the Student Center IntroducMiss Kentucky pageant to be 7:00 p.m. in the Grise Room, Wright (4141).
held in Paducah, K> There is there will be a fashion show, Meditation Society Schedule tory Lectures will be presented
The students International on March 6, and April 3, and nL
no
talent
requirement with free admission. A dance
necessary) Judging will be will follow after this event
based on poise. personality and downtown at the "Magic
Decorate your room with POSTERS
beauty of face and figure. Moment." Friday, the Black
from The Gift Box
Applicants must be between 18 and White Ball featuring the
and 28, never married and a "Funk-A-Five" will begin at
Reg. 2.75 now only 1.99
resident of Kentucky for at least 9:00 p.m. and last until 1:00
3.00 now only 2.19
six months. College dorm a.m. in the Keene Johnson
Ballroom.
The
price
is
$3.00
per
New Paperback Titles
students are eligible. If interested, write to
Miss person. Girls should dress
* Exorcist (while they last)
Kentucky Pageant, P.O. Box formally and men in dark suits.
*
Serpico
178. Paducah. Ky. 42M1 by Saturday, there will be a
* All Creatures Great & Small
"Kitten
Tea"
for
all
visiting
March 1. Send along with ap* In Search Of Ancient Mysteries
plication, a recent photo a brief kittens in the Herndon Lounge
And Many More at
at
3:00
p.m.
A
play,
(The
Dark
biography, and address and
of
Absence),
will
be
presented
telephone number.
THE GIFT BOX
in the Little Theatre at 7:00 p.m.
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
Open
M-Sat -10-10 Sun. 1-9
There is a 50 cents admission
The Eta Alpha Chapter of
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
will be holding their second
Kappa week. Feb. 18-23.
.VIST MAIN
623Monday, 18, at 9:00 p.m.
presented the "Kappa Step"
Continued Showing SAT & SUN From 1pm
will be in the ToddrDupree
Complex. Tuesday, at 7:00 p.m
a Spades Tournament will be
held in the game room of the
Powell Center. Entry fee is 50

NOW!

"What really got me," continued the unhappy Clay Hall
resident,
was
the
inconvenience. Here we are five
weeks into school and they want
everybody to move around. I
like my dorm. 1 am settled
here."

As for VIVA's latest attempt
to give the government a little
shove. Lea Ann is pessimistic.

The organizations scene..

TOWNE CINEMA

Originally, it was to save wear
and triii- on rooms not
necessary to occupy. It's purely
a
matter
ot
good
business."

must not have referred to those
contracts because my roommate smokes and stays up until
12'or 3 a.m.
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Here's
For fou
A great deal for Colonel fans!
Just in time
for O.V.C. basketball
COLONEL SPECIAL
.75

A J-Boy Sandwich
&

.30

A large Coj^e
served in a heavy glass.
J.25 Colonel mug
—" - Tworftra i leasi ^-n **\JI -*"3*

~.*;

All for $1.49
You keep the mug!
EASTERN BY/PASS-RICHMOND

J
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Coffeehouse
considered
A student-operated Coffeehouse' on
the EKL' campus may soon offer the
weekend-campus hound-student an
alternative to the prospect of another
Friday. Saturday and Sunday of dormroom doldrums, punctuated occasionally
hy 4 am -false fire alarm evacuations of
the residence hall
A resolution passed by the Student
Senate states that "In an effort to
broaden the social experience available
at EKL' and to provide a relaxed atmosphere in which the making of new
friends isencoui aged the Student Senate
of EKL' strongly recommends that a
serious effort be make to obtain an
unused facility to serve as a location for a
student operated weekly coffeehouse."
The main problem encountered so far
in starting such an operation, according
to Dave Koeninger. Chairman of the
Senate Coffeehouse Committee, is finding a place to have it
Although attempts to secure a room for
the facility have as yet been unsuccessful. Koeninger commented that
he unused basement of a residence hall
may be available in the near future
A pioposalby the Coffeehouse Committee suggests that the coffeehouse
would offer a wide range of entertainment including poetry readings,
ime-act plays, music of all kinds, readers
theater and group discw^jons.
The maintaining of regular hours on
the weekends and the opportunity for
students and faculty to express themselves through their own creativity was
also outlined.
Incorporated in the committee study
were materials prepared by Campus
Directions of New York, sponsor of the
nationwide 'Coffeehouse Circuit" for
colleges and universities.
Their description of what a coffeehouse
should entail is "a room on campus
converted into a campus night spot with
the aid of student ingenuity and enthusiasm. The rooms vary from college
to college, but each finds the most
suitable location and enhances it with
decor to create the right atmosphere.
(.nod sound and lighting are essential
in the success of the program. Snack bar
items can be sold while some charge
admission and give away coffee, cider,
cokes, pretzel, etc The most successful
programs are almost entirely studentrun but all are supervised by campus
administrators."

Homosexuals discuss way of living

MC Bench
Johnny Bench, stai catchei of the Cincinnati Reds and television peisonality,
was Mastei of Ceiemonies at the Miss

Eastein Pageant which took place Feb. 12
in Hiiam Block Auditorium.

Profs write technical books
(Continued From Page One)
Arts", published by Howard W Sams
Publication. Indianapolis, Indiana
Patrick described the approach used in
his series as "a conceptual approach."
He explained that most of the books on
the market now break electronics down
to its finest detail whereas the approach
used in his book is diametrically opposite
to the traditional approach

Dr. Jenkins, who is also the Director of
the Exepeary Project of Vocational
Education, and his co-author attended
graduate school together in Texas. "The
reason we wrote this text is we could not
find one single book that had all the
different printing processes in the book.
We ended up buying two or three books to
give the students a good idea of what the
printing process is all about," said Dr.
Jenkins.

(Continued From Page One)
Cheryl: No.
Susan: Never.
Marty:
Marty: Yes. I was found out in the
dorm and the dorm director sent me to
the counseling center She did it as a
punishment. It turned out I wasn't
dissatisfied with my gay life at all. It was
something else that was bothering me.
J.iw: Have any of you ever not wanted
to be gay?
Marty: I did. I was getting a lot of
hassles from my mom so I tried to be
straight. My mother had rejected me
completely so I wanted not to be gay.
Susan: I never not wanted to be gay.
It's natural.
Ken: The only time I've probably not
wanted to be gay was in my coming out
period. After that I've never thought
about wanting to be straight.
Lisa: Do you date people of the opposite sex?
Ellen: I have. I've gone out with three
guys in the past year. I told all three of
them I was gay. We're still friends - good
friends. We still go out.
Lisa: What percentage of the students
at Eastern would you say are gay?
Ken: I would be safe in saying at least
25 percent.
Susan: I'd say closer to 40 percent.
Ken: I'm speaking of confessed gays.
Susan: Well, I am including closet
cases.
Squirrel: One thing that irks me is for
people to classify gays in the roles of
butch and fern. Most straights think
homosexuals are sick. I think people who
play butch and fern are the sick ones. If
she wants a girl that looks like a man,
why doesn't she go out and get a boy?
Ken: Why settle for a cheap imitation
of a man? I agree.
Squirrel: The whole idea of being gay
is that you want people of your own sex.
It's stupid to try and make believe that
you are someone of the opposite sex.
Susan: I heavily disagree. There are
people who feel they are of the opposite
sex and have had the operation to change
sex.
Squirrel: In any relationship there has
to be an agressor and a passive person.
But there is no reason the agressor has to
weai men-s clothes.
Susan: I can be aggressive or passive.
Squirrel: Some people would classify
me as a butch, others a fern. I am neither
one.

Susan: I am a woman and I don't want
to be a man.
Ken: When a straight person hears the
word "queer," what do they think of?
Susan: They see someone hanging
around a restroom or a bus station, or
someone raping a little kid
Ken: That is what straights think of,
but these are the minority gays. They are
sick - the people who molest children.
There are child molesters in the straight
world too. Straight people do not know
gays.
Susan: Prejudice is ignorance.Ken: A straight can't imagine a gay
doctor, lawyer, professor, but I know
gays in all those professions.
Susan: Right, gays are in every walk of
life. It is sad to stereotype people by
saying things like all interior decorators
are gay.
Squirrel: My sister got beat up because
a bunch of guys she and I didn't even
know found out I was gay.
Susan: I've been to a bar where right
after I left, a bunch of guys came in with
chains to beat homosexuals up. I was in
another place where the windows were
shot out. I know a girl who lost her job
because she was gay. The AMA, and I
believe the APA, are now saying that
homosexuality is not a disease. A lot of
psychiatrists say it is normal.
Squirrel: It is not a disease. It is a
preference. The way my psych text
treats homosexuality is ridiculous. They
put it with sexual deviants.
Susan: I'd say the book is outdated.
Squirrel: No. it's a new text this
semester.

Ken: Dr. David R. Reuben's book
really upsets me.
..Susan: A professor told me that Dr.
Reuben is not a Ph D. He is a
medical doctor. He shows no evidence of
research in that book
Susan: Records are com-ing out about
gays. "All the Young Dudes," is about a
26 year old guy who rold his friends and
parents he was gay. They couldn't accept it so he committed suicide. "Lola''
is a gay song.
Squirrel: I read an article that had a
direct quote from Elton John stating he
was gay. There are a lot of people admitting they are bisexual.
Look at
Bianca Jaggers.
Susan: There is even beginning to be
high quality movies about gay life.
"That Certain Summer" and "XYZ."
Squirrel: Look at what society does to
you. When youare growing up little boys
play with little boys and little girls play
with little girls. It's natural to have a
crush on another little girl. You have
them over to spend the night. How can
anybody say it's sick, because the first
relationship you ever have is with
another little girl.
Susan: It's sad that the first thing
society lets you fall into is the first thing
they want you to get out of.
Squirrel: Look at the demands made
on girls. Don't date until you are 16.
Never let a boy kiss you on the first date.
Save yourself for your husband. They're
almost forcing you to become closer to a
person of the same sex.
Susan: When I was little I never had
the penis envy they talk about so much. I
was happy with what I had.
Ken; I've never wanted to be a woman.
I am a man.

Valentine superstitions
(Continued From Page One)
painted fat cupids whose arrows pierced
a heart. Some had satin, ribbon, and lace
trimmings, feathers, imitation gems,
mother-of-pearl, sea-shells, tassels and
even dried flowers and seaweed
decorated others. Some of the elaborate
cards cost as much as $10.
Although we still have the traditional
Valentine's Day cards and gifts of
flowers and candy, card companies have
brought back the idea of do-it-yourself

cards by leaving the inside of some cards
blank. This way you can write your own
note or verse.
Unlike past centuries, everyone is now
involved in the holiday, school children,
friends, sweethearts, husbands, and
wives. The idea that Valentine's Day was
once meant strictly for young unmarried
couples is expressed in a poem by Robert
Herrick as he wrote of the young bride:
"She must be no more amaying
Or by the rosebuds devine
Who'll be her valentine."

